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for the various kinds of masonry. For the foundation work, however, Portland cement may be ordered by the engineer in exceptionally wet and difficult places, to be used with or without any admixture of sand for grouting seams or for sucls other purposes as he may direct. The cost of placing said cement will be paid by the city, the price to be paid to be estimated by the engineer unless otherwise stipulated. Such cement is to be paid for per barrel of four hundred pounds, furnished and delivered by the contractor at the place where it must be used. See article Q, item (jO-
40.     All mortar shall be prepared from cement of  the  quality before described, and  clean, sharp sand.    These ingredients shall be thoroughly mixed dry, as follows:    The proportion of cement ordered, by measure, with  the ordered proportion of sand, also by measure;  and a moderate dose of water is to be afterwards added to produce a paste of proper consistency;   the whole   to   be   thoroughly worked with  hoes or other tools.    In  measuring  cement it shall be packed as received in casks from the manufacturer.    The mortar shall be freshly mixed for the work in hand, in proper boxes made for the purpose; no mortar to be used that has become hard or set If the mortar ingredients are mixed at some distance from the work, water .shall  not be added until the mortar has been brought to the dam and is ready for use.
41.    The price herein stipulated for the various kinds of masonry is contingent on the use of a mortar made of a mixture of one part in a volume of American cement to two parts oi sand.     Additional prices are herein stipulated  for  the use of mortars formed with a different mixture of cement and sand.    Article Q, items (5), (/), («), (*)•
42.    The   concrete   shall   be   formed of sound .      .                                »          »                             i
broken stones or screened gravel stones not exceeding two Inches at their greatest diameter. All stones in any way larger are to be thrown out. The materials to be cleaned from dirt and dust before being used; to be mixed in proper boxes, with mortar of the quality before described, in the proportion of five parts of broken stout; to one part of cement; to he laid immediately after mixing, and to he thoroughly compacted throughout the mass by ramming till the water flushes to the surface; the amount of water used for making the concrete to be approved or

